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Headphones TWS OneOdio A71 (brown)

Oneodio A71 Brown headphones
Do you listen to music for hours and appreciate comfort? Oneodio A71 headphones will be perfect for you! The product is distinguished
by a well-thought-out design, and every detail will provide you with a feeling of comfort at the highest level. Adjustable headband, swivel
and  incredibly  soft  earcups,  and  the  ability  to  fold  -  this  is  just  the  beginning  of  the  advantages.  The  headphones  use  40-millimeter
neodymium drivers  that  guarantee  excellent  sound  quality.  With  the  A71  you'll  enjoy  crystal-clear  treble  and  deep  bass.  You'll  find  2
cables included that will allow you to connect the headphones to almost any music source.
 
Excellent sound
The  OneOdio  A71  headphones  guarantee  high-quality  sound,  thanks  to  the  use  of  40-millimeter  neodymium  drivers.  What  does  this
mean? A wide frequency response that will let you hear treble tones that are clear as a teardrop, as well as incredibly moving bass that
you will feel in your gut. All this makes the headphones suitable not only for everyday music listening, but also for studio work or live DJ
performance!
 
Thoughtful design
The Oneodio A71 headphones will  provide you with hours of comfort, and thanks to their thoughtful design, they will  steal your heart!
You can easily adjust them to your needs with the adjustable headband, and thanks to the swivel ear cups you can quickly and efficiently
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discover your ear when needed. Both the headband and earcups are covered with an extremely pleasant and soft material, so even a full
day of use will not cause discomfort.
 
Practical cables included
In the set you will find two cables that will make it easier for you to use the headphones. The 3.5 mm jack audio cable will allow you to
use  them conveniently  with  a  phone  or  tablet,  for  example,  and  thanks  to  the  built-in  microphone  you  can  make  voice  calls  without
having to pull out your phone. The 6.5 mm to 3.5 mm cable will allow you to connect the headphones to an amplifier, for example.
 
Included
Oneodio A71 headphones x 1
Mini Jack 3.5 mm cable x 1
3.5mm to 6.5mm cable x 1
Storage bag 1
User manual x 1
Manufacturer
OneOdio
Model
A71
Color
Brown
Transducers
40 mm neodymium
Adjustable headband
Yes
Movable ear cups
Yes

Preço:

€ 32.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless, Wired
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